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Photometric visual servoing for omnidirectional cameras
Guillaume Caron∗ Eric Marchand† El Mustapha Mouaddib‡
Abstract
2D visual servoing consists in using data provided by a vision sensor for controlling
the motions of a dynamic system. Most of visual servoing approaches has relied on
the geometric features that have to be tracked and matched in the image acquired
by the camera. Recent works have highlighted the interest of taking into account
the photometric information of the entire image. This approach was tackled with
images of perspective cameras. We propose, in this paper, to extend this technique to
central cameras. This generalization allows to apply this kind of method to catadioptric
cameras and wide field of view cameras. Several experiments have been successfully
done with a fisheye camera in order to control a 6 degrees of freedom (dof) robot and
with a catadioptric camera for a mobile robot navigation task.
Autonomous Robots, 2013
1 Introduction
Visual servoing uses the information provided by a vision sensor to control the movements of
a dynamic system ([22, 9, 11]). Considering 2D visual servoing, geometric features are usually
computed from image measurements and then, tracked and matched in the images acquired
by the camera. The visual servoing control law allows to move the camera to a reference
position minimizing the error between desired visual features and their correspondences
detected in the current image.
Geometric features (points, lines, circles, moments) have been widely used for visual
servoing. These features and their different representations can bring interesting properties
for the servoing process, such as, when well chosen, a nice decoupling between the camera
degrees of freedom ([8]). However, detecting, tracking and matching image measurements
and the corresponding visual features effectively is still a difficult problem ([26]). To deal with
this issue, it is possible to directly use the image as a whole rather than extract geometrical
features. This leads to direct visual servoing scheme ([30, 16, 12, 15, 23]). It withdraws
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the detection and matching problems and, moreover, allows to consider more information
leading to higher accuracy.
Such idea was initially proposed in [30] and in [16]. These works, although no features
were extracted from the images, do not directly use the image intensity since an eigenspace
decomposition is performed to reduce the dimensionality of image data. The control is then
performed in the eigenspace and the related interaction matrix that links the variation of the
eigenspace to the camera motion is learnt oﬄine. This learning process has two drawbacks:
it has to be done for each new object/scene and requires the acquisition of many images of
the scene at various camera positions.
Photometric features, i.e. pixel intensities of the entire image, have been proposed to
directly be used as input of the control scheme by [12]. In that case, the goal is to minimize
the error between the current and desired image. The visual feature is nothing but the image
itself. The analytic formulation of the interaction matrix that links the variation of the image
intensity to the camera motion was exhibited in [12]. [6] used also a direct intensity based
visual servoing approach. A direct tracking process based on the image intensity is considered
to estimate the homography between current and desired image. A control law that uses the
parameters of this homography as visual feature is then proposed. An interesting kernel-
based approach, which also considers the pixels intensity, has been recently proposed in [23].
However, only the translations and the rotation around the optical axis have been considered.
This paper addresses the problem of photometric visual servoing for central omnidirec-
tional cameras using image intensity as visual feature. It extends the work of [12] investigat-
ing different image representations and models directly induced by omnidirectional vision.
Indeed, omnidirectional images can be elevated on the sphere of the unified projection model
for central cameras ([3]).
Previous works were done on the omnidirectional visual servoing to control robotics arms
([33]) as well as mobile robots ([28, 34, 5]).
We propose to formulate the omnidirectional photometric visual servoing on the sphere
of this model, which is better adapted to the omnidirectional image geometry and low level
processing ([17]). We also considered the image plane representation for a fair comparison
process.
Many authors point out the interest of considering a large field of view (catadioptric
camera, non-overlapping cameras...) for mobile robot navigation as ([1, 24, 29]), to cite a
few papers about the topic:
• First, omnidirectional view provide a complete view of the camera environment which
increases the
chances of sensing non uniform zones of the environment, photometric visual servo-
ing, as introduced in [12], being particularly efficient in these conditions.
• Second, translations have less impact on the acquired images and convergence. Rota-
tion of the camera leads to a simple rotation in the image whereas with a perspective
camera this may lead to a complete lack of shared information. We thus usually have
a smaller disparity (distance between the projection of a physical point in the current
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and desired image) in omnidirectional images, leading to a smaller error between the
two images, which allows an easier convergence of the control law.
Omnidirectional photometric visual servoing methods developed in this paper are applied
on a 6 d.o.f. Gantry robot (which is equipped with a camera with a fisheye lens, Fig. 1) and
on a 2 d.o.f. mobile robot (with a catadioptric camera, Fig. 9(a)). In the later case, we also
applied the visual servoing scheme proposed in the paper to an indoor navigation task.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the single viewpoint camera model is recalled
and then omnidirectional visual servoing is recalled for point features. Then, the photometric
visual servoing for an omnidirectional camera is developed. Visual servoing results obtained
on a 6 d.o.f. Gantry robot are presented and behaviors between the various proposed control
laws are compared. These studies are also made from results obtained from a mobile robot.
The visual path following task is finally presented as well as results.
(a) The used fisheye camera
for the visual servoing.
(b) An omnidirectional
image from camera (a).
Figure 1: Vision sensor used for experiments on a Gantry robot.
2 Problem Statement
In this section, we will present some geometrical tools which will be useful for the next
sections.
2.1 Coordinates representation
Central cameras can be modeled by the unified projection model ([3]). This model describes
a family of cameras which includes perspective cameras and catadioptric ones with various
shape mirrors ([2]), and fisheye cameras ([35, 13]).
According to this model (Fig. 2), a 3D point
X =
(
X Y Z
)T
is first projected on a sphere of unit radius (the equivalent sphere) as
XS :
XS = prS(X) with

XS = Xρ
YS = Yρ
ZS = Zρ
(1)
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where XS =
(
XS YS ZS
)T
and ρ =
√
X2 + Y 2 + Z2.
This parameterization is redundant on a sphere since a coordinate can be written as a
combination of others. Hence, two angular coordinates (azimuth and elevation) are sufficient
to represent a point on a sphere S =
(
φ θ
)T
with:
S =
{
φ = arccos(ZS) = arccos(Z / ρ)
θ = arctan(YS / XS) = arctan(Y / X)
(2)
The spherical projection is followed by a perspective projection on the image plane (Fig. 2)
as x =
(
x y 1
)T
by using parameter ξ which depends intrinsically on the omnidirectional
camera type. The final relation between the 3D point and its normalized image point is:
x = prξ(X)
with :
 x =
XS
ZS+ξ
= X
Z+ξρ
= cos(θ) sin(φ)
cos(φ)+ξ
y = YS
ZS+ξ
= Y
Z+ξρ
= sin(θ) sin(φ)
cos(φ)+ξ
(3)
The image point is obtained by:
u =
uv
1
 =
px 0 u00 py v0
0 0 1
xy
1
 = Kx, (4)
where (px, py) are the product of the focal length and horizontal (resp. vertical) size of a
pixel and (u0, v0) are the principal point coordinates. They are part of the projection model
parameters γ = {px, py, u0, v0, ξ} that are supposed to be known after a calibration process.
The projection function is invertible as pr−1ξ and allows to retrieve the point on the sphere
corresponding to x:
XS = pr−1ξ (x) =

ξ+
√
1+(1−ξ2)(x2+y2)
x2+y2+1
x
ξ+
√
1+(1−ξ2)(x2+y2)
x2+y2+1
y
ξ+
√
1+(1−ξ2)(x2+y2)
x2+y2+1
− ξ
 . (5)
This equation is used to obtain points coordinates on the unit sphere of the model in Carte-
sian representation which can be transformed to the angular representation using equation
(2).
As we have seen, the unified model is based on an equivalence sphere as intermediate
representation place. This place, will be used to do the visual servoing. Then, we have new
possibilities to model the image and we will be interested in:
1. Cartesian representation x or u (two coordinates) on the 2D image plane
2. Cartesian representation XS (three coordinates) on the 3D equivalence sphere
3. Spherical representation S (two coordinates) on the 3D equivalence sphere
4
Figure 2: Unified projection model for central cameras ([3]).
2.2 Features for Omnidirectional Visual Servoing
Many features (points, lines, moments, spheres, ...) have been studied for visual servoing. As
our work focuses on the photometric visual servoing, we will present only the point feature
because it represents an introduction and because it is very close to the intensity feature in
the visual servoing scheme.
2.2.1 Geometric Feature: the point
To control the degrees of freedom of a robot using visual servoing, image points can be
used as features. Then the design of the control law aims to minimize the error e between
the current visual features s(r) observed from the pose r = [tX , tY , tZ , θX , θY , θZ ] and their
desired value in the image s∗. The interaction matrix Ls, linking the time variation of visual
features s˙ to the camera velocity v, has also to be defined. This link is formally expressed
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as:
s˙ = Lsv (6)
where v =
(
υ ω
)T
is composed of the linear and angular camera velocities, υ = [υX , υY , υZ ]
and
ω = [ωX , ωY , ωZ ], respectively. A control law is designed to try to have an exponential
decoupled decrease of the error e = s(r)− s∗:
v = −λL̂+s e (7)
with λ a tunable gain to modify the convergence rate and L̂+s , the pseudo-inverse of a
model of Ls. We mention “a model of Ls” because it cannot be exactly known due to
never perfect knowledge of camera parameters or scene structure. Hence, if a representation
(cartesian image plane, cartesian spherical or pure spherical) leads to a better behavior
(convergence, residual decrease, camera trajectory), it will mean that this representation is
a better modeling of the perfect interaction matrix than others.
2.2.2 Photometric Feature: the intensity
The visual features considered in photometric visual servoing are the luminance of each point
of the image. This approach has already been developed in the case of perspective images.
It needs to solve two problems: the interaction matrix and the image gradient.
We consider that the luminance I at a constant pixel location x = (x, y) for all x belonging
to the image domain and for a given pose r. Thus, we have:
s(r) = I(r) = (I1, I2, · · · , IN)T (8)
where Ii is the row vector containing pixel intensities of the image line number i. i is varying
from 1 to N , the image height. Ii has a size equal to M, the image width. The size of the
vector I(r) is equal to N ×M , i.e. the number of image pixels.
We have thus to minimize the difference between current and desired images:
e = I(r)− I∗(r∗), (9)
The control law is then, as in a classical visual servoing scheme, given by:
v = −λL̂+I (I(r)− I∗(r∗)) (10)
Nevertheless, considering visual servoing as an optimization problem ([25]), [12] formulate
photometric servoing control law using a Levenberg-Marquardt like optimization technique.
It has been shown that it ensures better convergence than other kind of control laws. So,
instead of using a Gauss-Newton like control law (eq. (7)), this control law is used in the
current work:
v = −λ (H + µ diag(H))−1 LTI (I(r)− I∗(r∗)) (11)
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with H = LTI LI, considering LI is the interaction matrix related to luminance of image I. If
µ is very high this control law behaves like a steepest descent whereas a very low value for
µ leads eq. (11) to behave like eq. (10).
As for any pure image based visual servoing approach, only local stability can be obtained
in the photometric visual servoing since redundant visual features are used ([9]). However,
as pointed out in the latter reference, this domain is quite large in practice.
2.3 Gradient Computation
As mentioned in the previous section, we need to compute some gradients (geometrical,
temporal and image gradient). These gradients depend on the coordinates representation
and the used features. Since we will use the equivalence sphere as a work space, we will have
other possibilities and schemes than traditional ones to estimate these gradients.
3 Omnidirectional Photometric Visual Servoing
This section describes three representations for omnidirectional photometric visual servoing:
the image plane Cartesian representation, the spherical Cartesian representation and the
spherical representation. Photometric visual servoing formulations for each representation
are successively proposed and validated in simulation. They are faced in the discussion on
simulation results that ends the section.
3.1 Image Plane Visual Servoing: Cartesian Representation
3.1.1 Interaction Matrix for Geometrical Servoing
When considering points as visual features, i.e.
x = (x, y), the interaction matrix Lx, that links the point velocity to the camera veloc-
ity v is given by ([9]):
Lx =
∂x
∂X
∂X
∂r
(12)
For the image plane, the partial derivatives ∂x
∂X
are computed from eq. (3) and lead to
the interaction matrix for a point in the omnidirectional image plane.
The second jacobian, ∂X
∂r
, is well known for points ([19]) and does not depend on the
projection model which is encapsulated in the first Jacobian. Then, Lx is ([4]):
Lx =
(
L1 | L2
)
(13)
with
L1 =
(
−1+x2(1−ξ(α+ξ))+y2
ρ(α+ξ)
ξxy
ρ
αx
ρ
ξxy
ρ
−1+y2(1−ξ(α+ξ))+x2
ρ(α+ξ)
αy
ρ
)
(14)
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and
L2 =
(
xy − (1+x2)α−ξy2
α+ξ
y
(1+y2)α−ξx2
α+ξ
−xy −x
)
(15)
where α =
√
1 + (1− ξ2)(x2 + y2) and ρ defined in
eq. (3).
3.1.2 Interaction Matrix for Photometric Servoing
The interaction matrix LI(x) formulation is defined under temporal luminance consistancy
([12]):
I(x + dx, t+ dt) = I(x, t) (16)
assuming dx is small. If it is small enough, and considering a Lambertian scene, the optical
flow constraint equation (OFCE) is valid ([21]):
∇ITx˙ + It = 0 (17)
with ∇I the spatial gradient of I(x, t) and It = ∂I(x,t)∂t , is the temporal gradient. For
the omnidirectional image plane photometric visual servoing (IP-VS), the knowledge of Lx
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3: Omnidirectional virtual images. (a) desired image, (b) an initial image, (c) differ-
ence between (a) and (b).
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(eq. (13)) leads to:
It = −∇ITLxv. (18)
And similarly to [12], we get the interaction matrix LI(x) related to I at pixel x:
LI(x) = −∇ITLx, (19)
where Lx is given by eq. (13).
3.1.3 Photometric Gradient Computation
On the image plane and in the case of perspective image, the image gradients ∇I are com-
puted using the same neighborhood for all image point: a square regularly sampled. For
instance, in [12], it is approximated by a convolution of I with two Gaussian derivatives.
In omnidirectional images, we can use the same approach to compute the gradients. But,
the image geometry is different, i.e. resolution and orientation are not constant. For this
reason, many works have been done to adapt image processing tools for these images, and
for gradient computation. One of these approaches, consists in adapting the neighborhood
([17]). The reader can find more details and a discussion about these technics in ([7]). In the
latter work, no particular impact of adapted image gradients computation was noticeable
for the image plane representation, with convolution window size 7 × 7 as we use. Hence,
for the IP-VS, image gradients ∇I were classically computed.
3.1.4 Validation
Validation is done on synthetic views of a real environment from one of the Trakmark
(http://trakmark.net) datasets. We made a real-time omnidirectional OpenGL camera us-
ing GPU shaders (GLSL language). The projection model of this camera is the unified
projection model ([3]). An obtained image is presented in figure 3(a).
Figure 4 shows the cost function shape of the control law, which is actually the SSD
(Sum of Squared Differences) of pixel intensities, when varying two degrees of freedom. The
minimum is clearly identified in a range distance of [−15 cm, 15 cm] and a range orientation
of [−10o, 10o], even if a valley appears when a translation along the X axis is combined to
a rotation around the Y axis.
Using this synthetic environment, 256 initial camera poses (position and orientation) are
randomly chosen around the desired pose (fig. 3(b)) leading to initial errors as shown in
figure 3(c). Image plane photometric visual servoing is then applied from each of these 256
initial conditions, which are, in a mean, distant from 7.4 cm from the desired pose and 2.5
degrees on all rotation axes (standard deviations of 2.8 cm in position and 2.0 degrees in
orientation around all axes). These small errors are considered in a first time in order to
verify the initial hypothesis needed to apply the OFCE (Section 3.1.2) but will be challenged
later in wide motion real experiments.
All tested initial poses allowed to converge, computing the interaction matrix for each im-
age (with the knowledge of current ρ for each pixel, obtained from
9
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Cost function shape when varying two degrees of freedom: (a) combined translation
along X and Y axes (in meters) and (b) combined translation along the X axis and rotation
around the Y axis of the camera (in meters and degrees).
(a) current IM and known depth (b) current IM and constant depth
(c) desired IM and constant depth
Figure 5: Residual evolutions of IP-VS with respect to a normalized time scale considering
(a) current interaction matrix (IM) is computed with current depth of each pixel point, (b)
current IM with constant depth and (c) desired IM and constant depth.
Z-Buffer), which has a mean condition number of 15.7 (the nearest from 1 is the best).
A mean of 12 iterations are needed to converge. These two quantities will be used in com-
parisons with other image representations.
But since, in real conditions, the depth is unknown, we also ran the visual servoing
computing the interaction matrix for each image but with a constant depth for all pixels and
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all images. The ρ value corresponds to the mean of ρ values at the desired pose. 100 % of
these simulations converged in a mean of 10.3 iterations for a mean conditioning of 21.2.
Finally, the computation (and inversion) of the interaction matrix for each image is a
bit too long to keep a standard 25 Hz frame rate and, as it is often chosen as a correct ap-
proximation, assuming the camera is rather close to its optimal pose, the desired interaction
matrix with a constant depth is finally used, as it will be the case in real experiments. With
this consideration, still 100 % of tested cases converged in a mean of 10.3 iterations for an
interaction matrix conditioning of 18.8. All these results are summed up in table 1.
Table 1: Synthetic IP-VS results. The knowledge of depth values and current interaction
matrix (IM) is varying.
current IM yes yes no
desired IM no no yes
depth image yes no no
constant depth no yes yes
mean iterations 12.0 10.3 10.3
mean conditioning 15.7 21.2 18.8
Of course, approximations made, from the use of current interaction with known depth
image to the use of the desired interaction matrix with a constant depth, tend to decrease
the error evolution quality (the “most exponential” error decrease implies the best quality).
This can be verified on the mean residual evolutions with respect to a normalized time scale
on figure 5. However, despite a bit worth exponential decrease of residuals, the number of
iterations to convergence is slightly better. One may note that the knowledge of real depth
impacts only the translation part of the interaction matrix (eq. (13)), allowing to think
that changing the depth knowledge do not have a direct impact on the rotational part. It
only generates a faster or slower correction of the orientation, due to the translation speed
influenced by the use of a constant depth or not.
3.2 Sphere Based Visual Servoing: Cartesian representation
This section will present the cartesian formulation of the visual servoing on the equivalence
sphere. Thus, the feature vector is, for this representation (eq. 8):
s(r) =
[
. . . IS(XS) . . .
]T
(20)
3.2.1 Interaction Matrix for Photometric Servoing
Working on the equivalent sphere implies working with a coordinates system on the sphere.
The spherical coordinates are the inverse projection from image plane coordinates (eq. (5)).
We will call the image indexed by these coordinates: spherical image IS .
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Still under constant illumination assumption
(eq. (16)), the OFCE (eq. (17)) is reformulated to fit the cartesian spherical representa-
tion:
∇ITS X˙S + ISt = 0, (21)
detailed as:
∂IS
∂XS
X˙S +
∂IS
∂YS
Y˙S +
∂IS
∂ZS
Z˙S + ISt = 0. (22)
The interaction matrix LIS(XS) related to IS at spherical point XS , for cartesian spherical
photometric visual servoing (CS-VS), is defined by:
LIS(XS) = −∇ITSLXS . (23)
LXS is given by equation (24) but the image gradient on the sphere have yet to be expressed.
3.2.2 Interaction Matrix for Geometric Servoing
This parameterization uses 3-coordinates points XS
onto the equivalent sphere as defined in equation (1). The interaction matrix LXS has
been defined by ([20]), in a different purpose:
LXS =
∂XS
∂X
∂X
∂r
=
(
1
ρ
(XSXTS − I3) [XS ]×
)
3×6 . (24)
3.2.3 Photometric Gradient Computation
To approximate the image gradient on the sphere, we estimate ∂IS
∂XS
, ∂IS
∂YS
and ∂IS
∂ZS
by using
a finite difference. We need to chose values for ∆XS , ∆YS and ∆ZS and to interpolate the
values of the intensity at this point. To compute gradients ( ∂IS
∂XS
, ∂IS
∂YS
, ∂IS
∂ZS
) directly on the
sphere, we propose to define the following sampling step:
∆XS = ∆YS = ∆ZS =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣pr−1ξ
u0 + 1v0
1
−
00
1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (25)
From a point
(
XS YS ZS
)T
, three N -neighborhoods are defined, one for each axis. N
defines the neighborhood size around a point. The spherical neighborhood for the first
coordinate, XSN , is defined by:
XSN =

(
XS + k∆XS YS ZS
)T∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(XS + k∆XS YS ZS)T
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
−N
2
≤ k ≤ N
2
, k 6= 0
 . (26)
The procedure is similar for YSN and ZSN . The neighborhood computation leads to N
Cartesian spherical points which are projected in the omnidirectional image plane to retrieve
intensities which are used to compute the gradients.
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3.2.4 Validation
As for the IP-VS, Cartesian spherical photometric visual servoing has been applied in the
synthetic environment presented in Section 3.1.4. Results for this representation are summed
up in Table 2 and still present a 100 % convergence for tested initial poses.
Comparison with respect to other representation and interpretation are done in Sec-
tion 3.4.
Table 2: Synthetic CS-VS results. The knowledge of depth values and current interaction
matrix (IM) is varying.
current IM yes yes no
desired IM no no yes
depth image yes no no
constant depth no yes yes
mean iterations 9.4 7.0 7.0
mean conditioning 21.4 18.0 17.7
3.3 Sphere Based Visual Servoing: Spherical representation
This section will present the spherical formulation of the visual servoing on the equivalence
sphere. Thus, the feature vector is, for this representation (eq. 8):
s(r) =
[
. . . IS(S) . . .
]T
(27)
3.3.1 Interaction Matrix for Photometric Servoing
Considering the azimuth and elevation parameterization of a spherical point, and still under
constant illumination assumption (eq. (16)), the OFCE (eq. (17)) is reformulated to fit this
representation:
∇ITS S˙ + ISt = 0. (28)
This constraint equation is used in order to develop the interaction matrix LIS (S) of the
pure spherical photometric visual servoing (PS-VS), knowing LS (eq. (30)):
LIS (S) = −∇ITSLS. (29)
3.3.2 Interaction Matrix for Geometrical Servoing
As explained in Section 2.1, two coordinates S =
(
φ θ
)T
are enough to express a point
on the unit sphere. The interaction matrix associated to feature S is then:
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(a) image plane (b) cartesian spherical
(c) pure spherical
Figure 6: Exponential curve fitting on residual decrease. Blue curves are mean residuals
over (normalized) time and black curves, the exponential fitting.
LS =
∂S
∂X
∂X
∂r
=
(− cθcφ
ρ
− sθcφ
ρ
sφ
ρ
sθ −cθ 0
sθ
ρsφ
− cθ
ρsφ
0 cθcφ
sφ
sθcφ
sφ
−1
)
(30)
with cθ = cos θ, cφ = cosφ, sθ = sin θ, sφ = sinφ. This pure spherical formulation of visual
servoing is minimal but has a singularity when sin φ = 0, i.e. when x = y = 0 in
the normalized image plane (principal point). Furthermore, this representation leads to an
interaction matrix more non linear than in the Cartesian spherical case, due to trigonometric
functions.
3.3.3 Gradient Computation
To approximate the image gradient ∇IS on the sphere, we estimate ∂IS∂θ and ∂IS∂φ by using
a finite difference. We need to chose values for ∆θ, ∆φ and to interpolate the value of the
intensity at this point. The reader can see [17] and our previous paper [7] to see the details
of the direct pure spherical image gradient computation.
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3.3.4 Validation
As for the two other representations, PS-VS has been applied in the synthetic environment
presented in Section 3.1.4. Results for this representation are summed up in table 4 and still
present a 100 % convergence for tested initial poses.
Table 3: Synthetic PS-VS results with a varying knowledge about depth values and current
interaction matrix (IM) or not.
current IM yes yes no
desired IM no no yes
depth image yes no no
constant depth no yes yes
mean iterations 10.0 7.2 7.3
mean conditioning 21.3 18.0 19.1
3.4 Simulation results discussion
Simulation results presented in Sections 3.1.4, 3.2.4 and 3.3.4 can be crossed to understand
if a representation is better than another between image plane, cartesian spherical and
pure spherical for photometric visual servoing. Even if some differences appear in terms of
iterations number to converge or interaction matrix conditioning, none of the representations
clearly outperforms the others. We could however note that spherical representations lead to
a slightly better behavior with respect to the image plane representation: iterations number
is reduced of around 23 %. Another criterion to analyze is the “exponentiality” of the residual
decrease. Fitting an exponential curve on the mean residuals evolution allow to qualitatively
understand a slightly better decrease of spherical representations over the image plane one
(Fig. 6). The fitting is clearly better on mean residuals evolution obtained with spherical
representations. This means less approximations are made with the spherical representations
to ensure the exponential decrease of the error imposed to derive the control law.
One can note that the previous comparison of the three proposed representations were led
using good
knowledge of camera parameters. To be more complete, a final set of simulations is presented
in table 4 after application of noise on intrinsic camera parameters.
IP-VS, CS-VS and PS-VS are executed using the desired interaction matrix computed with
the same depth for every pixels. A Gaussian noise is added to the camera parameters used
for virtual image generation in terms of percentages of their value: 1% to 5%. As the table
4 denotes, there is no significant impact of the camera parameters bad knowledge for spher-
ical representations on the chosen behavior indicators (mean iteration number to converge,
interaction matrix conditioning and mean position and orientation error at convergence).
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The only impact we can note is concerning IP-VS with a progressive increase of the inter-
action matrix condition number as well as more important position and orientation errors
at convergence. Even if these errors are still small, they represent a relative increase of
around 20% for the position error and 400% for the orientation error, which is not the case
in both spherical representations for which the position and orientation error at convergence
is rather constant when increasing camera noise parameters, up to 5%. Hence, these last
simulation results highlight that the spherical representations for the omnidirectional pho-
tometric visual servoing are more robust to noised camera parameters than the image plane
representation.
Table 4: Synthetic IP-VS, CS-VS and PS-VS results with a varying knowledge about camera
parameters: perfect to a Gaussian noise of 5% of exact camera parameter values. The
interaction matrix computed at desired pose is used with unknown depth (set constant for
each pixel).
noise % 0% 5%
IP-VS
µi 10.3 10
µc 18.8 22.6
µt 0.05 mm 0.19 mm
µo 0.14
o 0.56o
CS-VS
µi 7 7
µc 17.7 17
µt 0.07 mm 0.05 mm
µo 0.09
o 0.11o
PS-VS
µi 7.3 7.2
µc 19.1 18.7
µt 0.05 mm 0.04 mm
µo 0.12
o 0.11o
4 Experimental results: 6 dof positioning task
In this first set of experiments, we shall consider a 6 dof positioning task. Experiments are
carried out on a Gantry robot (Fig. 8(b)). A fisheye camera (Fig. 1) is mounted on the robot
end-effector. Implementation was done using the ViSP library ([27]). In this section, three
kind of experiments are presented. When converging, positioning error is less than one tenth
of a millimeter in translation and 0.02o in rotation.
The first experiment shows photometric visual servoing using IP-VS, CS-VS and PS-VS
with a unique desired position and three different initial positions and orientations. The
second experiment presented in this section is a positioning task using CS-VS starting from
an initial position that is far from the desired one.
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For all experiments, the interaction matrix is computed only at the desired position.
Furthermore, the depth Z is an unknown parameter and is supposed constant for all pixels,
along the motion of the camera. The achievement of experiments shows the method is robust
to a coarse estimation of Z.
Experiments were led using a Sony Vaio laptop with an Intel Centrino 1.2 GHz micro-
processor, 2 GB RAM and running Windows XP, for image acquisition and computation of
control vectors. Without any particular code optimization, the loop can been closed at 20 Hz
for images of 640x480 pixels, which is close to standard camera acquisition framerate. Better
implementation and the use of the GPU could easily make the processing faster. Since there
are no geometrical features to extract, track and match, the image processing step is quite
straightforward (gradient computation) and is timeless.
Figure 7: Different starting positions to reach the same desired one. Fisheye difference
images shows several initial conditions. On the right side, camera trajectories to reach the
desired position are obtained, for each starting position, using IP-VS, CS-VS and PS-VS
with adapted gradients computation (spherical for the two latter). On the left side, residual
evolutions over time are always in advantage of CS-VS.
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(a) desired image (b) desired position
(c) initial difference (d) initial position
(e) effector trajectory
Figure 8: Experimentation starting from a position distant of
{−41.10cm, 39.40cm,−40.00cm, 2.44o,−9.31o,−10.05o} from the desired position, in-
ducing important differences between initial and desired images (see (a)(c)). (e) shows in
blue the effector trajectory (black: geodesic).
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4.1 Behavior evaluation for different initial poses
IP-VS, CS-VS and PS-VS are compared using standard image gradients computation for
IP-VS and Cartesian spherical, resp. pure spherical gradients for CS-VS, resp. PS-VS.
These gradients computations are theoretically and practically more valid than other com-
putations ([7]). Results are presented in Figure 7.
Omnidirectional photometric visual servoing is done from three different initial positions
to a unique desired position. Errors {∆X ,∆Y ,∆Z ,∆RX ,∆RY ,∆RZ} between desired and ini-
tial positions are respectively {0cm, 0cm,−8.2cm, 0o, 0o, 0o}, {−8.7cm,−0.1cm,
−4.5cm,−2.4o, 11.4o, 8.0o} and {−15.9cm,−1.6cm,
−1.3cm, 2.5o, 14.6o, 7.4o}. The latter experiment is the hardest situation, with a transla-
tion along the X axis and a rotation around the Y axis, leading to projective ambiguities.
Hence, the shape of the cost function leads to less straight motions. Figure 7 shows initial
images of differences and the third initial position produces the most important difference.
Indeed, trajectories of IP-VS, CS-VS and PS-CS are the most different for the latter ex-
periment. Residuals evolution over time (Fig. 7, left), always show that CS-VS converges
faster.
4.2 Large motion
This experiment aims to show this technique can be used for relatively large motions. CS-VS
was the only formulation allowing to converge. A possible interpretation of this result is that
the translation in camera frame is mostly along optical axis and this representation has a Z
component in equations, particularly in the spherical image gradient. The initial camera posi-
tion is such that the initial positioning error is {−41.1cm, 39.4cm,−40.0cm, 2.4o,−9.3o,−10.1o}.
Despite important position and coupled orientations differences, which is highlighted by fig-
ure 8(c), photometric visual servoing succeeds. Figure 8(e) shows resulting camera trajectory
in robot frame.
4.3 Six dof experimental results discussion
The precision at convergence is very similar to the one reached in the perspective case for
which a comparison with a basic visual feature control law has been done. As reported
in ([12]), SURF keypoints along with a classical or statistically robust control law have
been considered. As expected, in that case, if detection and matching succeeds with no
lost features, the convergence area is larger than in the photometric case. It remains that
keypoint matching is still a difficult issue (especially in the case of catadioptric sensor) and
that an incorrect matching could jeopardize the achievement of the task.
Furthermore, higher precision was obtained with the photometric feature rather than
with the points, mainly for two reasons. Firstly, even when successful, geometric feature
matching always features some uncertainty leading to imprecision in the repositioning task.
Secondly, the photometric servoing control law is computed with dense information rather
than sparse, leading to a higher precision thanks to feature redundancy. Let us note that, in
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the perspective case, the final positioning precision is, in translation, ten times more precise
with the photometric feature than with SURF points.
Since similar repositioning precisions, using a photometric scheme, have been obtained
with perspective and catadioptric cameras (on the same robot), similar conclusions in both
cases can then be extrapolated but have not been verified due to the lack of an efficient
keypoint matching algorithm on omnidirectional images.
5 Application to mobile robot navigation
This section aims to define and evaluate a path following task with a mobile robot using a
set of images as waypoints. Photometric visual servoing is applied on each image, one by
one, in order to follow the path. We will first tackle the positioning of a mobile robot using
one desired image and modeling the robot motion in a simple scheme.
5.1 Formulation
We want to control a non-holonomic unicycle mobile robot with two degrees of freedom
(Fig. 9(a)) using the proposed photometric approach. We consider the omnidirectional cam-
era axis is perfectly aligned with the rotation axis of the robot, which is commonly assumed,
if it is well placed on the robot. The camera is furthermore placed so that its Y axis is on
the main translation axis of the mobile robot. With these considerations, only velocities υY
and ωZ , from the velocity vector defined in section 2.2.1, have to be used and computed
(Figure 9(b)). Indeed, even if the mobile robot has four wheels, wheels on the same side are
actuated together and the unicycle model is valid.
(a) (b)
Figure 9: (a) The mobile robot Pioneer 3-AT with a catadioptric camera placed vertically.
(b) top view sketch of the robot, showing the two controlled degrees of freedom.
Section 4 has experimentally shown that using the spherical image with a Cartesian
parametrization allows the system to converge, contrary to others, in difficult situations. We
hence start to express the photometric visual servoing of a unicycle mobile robot with this
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formulation. The interaction matrix linked to the intensity of a spherical point w.r.t. the
mobile robot camera motion is LIS(XS) = −∇ITSLXS ,with (eq. (24)):
LXS =

XSYS
ρ
YS
Y 2S−1
ρ
−XS
YSZS
ρ
0
 . (31)
However, we saw, despite the large motion, PS-VS and CS-VS are rather close in terms
of performance. So we define the interaction matrix between the motion of a point and the
camera velocity for the pure spherical representation:
LS =
(
− sin θ cosφ
ρ
0
− cos θ
ρ sinφ
−1
)
. (32)
This interaction matrix, deduced from equation (30), shows a decoupling property between
the control of the translational and rotational velocities ([34]). This matrix substitutes the
geometrical interaction matrix in equation (29) to get the interaction matrix linked to the
intensity of a spherical point w.r.t. the camera motion.
5.2 Experiments
Pure spherical and Cartesian representations are compared. The former clearly shows theo-
retical advantages and the latter is practically more efficient in a six d.o.f. control, when a
large motion is considered.
As in the six d.o.f. visual servoing, the desired omnidirectional image as a whole is the
target to be reached, wherever are a particular object within the scene or within the image.
Considering the mobile robot, the robot seems to move toward a target but this is inherent
to the non-holonomic constraints of the considered system. Indeed, if a holonomic system
was considered any kind of motion in any direction could have been considered as it was the
case with the six d.o.f gantry robot.
5.2.1 Validation and evaluation experiments
In order to evaluate the behavior of CS-VS and PS-VS, a unique desired position (Figure 10)
is to be reached from four different initial positions (Tab. 5). The positions and orientations
of the robot, used in this section for the positioning error measurement, are obtained from
an external localization tool, using infrared makers on the robot and a camera placed at the
ceiling, looking down.
CS-VS and PS-VS succeed to position the robot at the desired place for four initial
positions (one is given in figure 11). The difference of orientation between desired and
initial pose of the robot has a more important impact than the difference in position. The
fourth experimentation (Tab. 5) shows here a weak difference between initial and desired
orientations. The servoing converges in this case but if we introduce a more important
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(a) (b)
Figure 10: Desired position. (a) The omnidirectional image acquired at this position and
(b) corresponding external view of the mobile robot.
orientation difference, as 10o or 15o, the method did not allow to converge to the desired
position.
(a) (b)
Figure 11: First initial position. (a) Difference between the desired and initial omnidirec-
tional images. (b) Initial position of the robot with the desired one as a ghost (Figure 10(b)).
CS-VS and PS-VS converge to the desired robot position for initial errors presented in
table 5. Contrary to the six d.o.f. Gantry robot, the final positioning is not so perfect w.r.t.
the actual desired position (Tab. 6). These errors are due to the simple control law.
Even if some approximations are used on the control law or camera/robot axes alignment,
the positioning is rather precise, particularly in orientation. Each representation has pros
since the final position error is smaller in a mean for the CS-VS whereas the final orientation
error is smaller for the PS-VS, in our experiments.
Table 5: Initial errors in the motion plane of the mobile robot. ∆X and ∆Y are in centimeters
and ∆RZ in degrees.
exp ∆X ∆Y ∆RZ
1 -48.64 -0.38 -17.56
2 -47.91 -1.43 9.44
3 48.24 12.99 16.70
4 46.17 -3.82 -4.37
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Table 6: Final positioning errors at convergence of CS-VS and PS-VS in the motion plane
of the mobile robot. ∆X and ∆Y are in centimeters and angular errors ∆RZ in degrees.
method exp ∆X ∆Y ∆RZ
CS-VS
1 1.11 1.98 0.76
2 3.74 -2.22 0.64
3 0.52 3.10 1.16
4 2.32 0.49 0.96
PS-VS
1 1.44 3.35 0.79
2 -0.60 -3.77 -0.15
3 1.46 3.59 0.76
4 1.21 -2.13 0.29
5.2.2 Large motion trajectory
In order to achieve the photometric visual servoing, the difference between the initial and
desired images has to be rather low to stay under the hypothesis of the Optical Flow Con-
straint Equation (equations (17), (21) and (28)). That is why initial mobile robot positions
tested until now are rather close to the desired position: about 50 cm and 18o maximum.
When increasing the distance between initial and desired positions, the difference between
the initial image and the desired one becomes more and more important as the initial position
is far from the desired one.
To show the robustness of the method w.r.t. the hypotheses, this experiment propose an
initial error of 1.20 m. The difference between the initial and the desired images is hence
important (Fig. 12(b)).
This study allows us to define the maximum distance between images of the path to
follow to make it successful (see section 5.3.2). Despite this important initial error, the
CS-VS allows to position precisely the robot to the desired position with a final error of
0.5 cm and 0.3o. In the same situation, the PS-VS is defeated. At the beginning, the robot
motion with PS-VS and CS-VS is similar but after starting to shift, the PS-VS is lost in a
local minimum.
5.2.3 Two dof experimental results discussion
Table 5 shows the maximum orientation error, between initial and desired poses, leading to
convergence. For the considered scene, it is around 18 degrees (around camera z axis). So
if the robot starts from a larger orientation difference with respect to its desired one, the
servoing may diverge (although, again, the convergence area is difficult to be quantitatively
assessed). This is due to the fact that current and desired images are directly compared,
pixel-to-pixel.
However, one can note that a rotation of the mobile robot is only producing a rotation of
the omnidirectional image, keeping the same image up to a rotation angle, whereas it may
lead to no overlapping at all for perspective images. To have more quantitative insight, one
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 12: Photometric visual servoing from a far initial position. (a) shows the initial po-
sition (on the left side) and the desired one (on the ride side) of the mobile robot. There
is 1.20 m between these two positions, leading to an important difference between images
acquired at these positions (b). (c) shows the robot trajectory obtained with CS-VS, con-
verging to the good position, and PS-VS, lost in a local minimum. With the CS-VS, the
final error is around 0.5 cm and 0.3o.
may consider the Gantry robot photometric visual servoing for which the use of a fisheye
camera, with the modeling proposed in our paper, leads to convergence for a large initial
error as visible in Figure 8: around 70 cm error in translation and 10 around two axes.
The latter initial translation error is much larger than in the use of a perspective camera as
in ([12]), where the maximum initial translation error shown in the paper is around 25 cm,
one third of the maximum initial translation error in our paper for a 6 d.o.f. motion.
As a last complementary observation, Figure 12
shows a mobile robot two d.o.f. positioning experiment with 120 cm between initial and
desired poses, almost twice larger than in the six d.o.f. case.
All these observations experimentally show the interest of of considering a large field of
view vision system for mobile robot navigation.
5.3 Application to navigation: visual path following
The idea in this experiment is to track a path defined by a set of images (a visual path). Our
goal is not to localize the robot within its environment (visual odometry) but only to ensure
that it is able to reproduce a visual path defined as a set of images previously acquired by
the camera.
With respect to previous approaches that rely on 3D reconstruction (eg, [31]) or even
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on appearance-based approaches ([32]), the learning step of the approach is simple. It does
not require any feature extraction nor scene reconstruction: no image processing is done,
only raw images are stored. The robot is driven manually along a desired path. While the
robot is moving, the images acquired by the camera are stored chronologically thus defining
a trajectory in the image space. Let us call I∗0 , . . . , I
∗
N the key images that define this visual
path.
The vehicle is initially positioned close to the initial position of the learned visual path
(defined by the image I∗0 ). The navigation is performed using a visual servoing task. In
[31, 14, 32, 10] the considered control schemes are either pose-based control law or consider
classical visual servoing process based on the use of visual features extracted from the current
and key images (I and I∗k).
In this work the approach proposed in the previous section is used to navigate from a
waypoint (key-image) to another.
Considering reasonable mean distances and orientation differences between waypoints, we
propose to apply the photometric visual servoing for the visual path following. A difficulty
is to decide if a waypoint is reached to try to reach the next one. It is then necessary to
know when the current and desired images are the most similar. The ZNCC: Zero-mean
Normalized Cross Correlation ([18]) is a good criterion for this issue. The SSD, i.e the
cost function of the control law, has the drawback, in the navigation application, to be
shifted when an illumination changing appears. This is not a problem for photometric visual
servoing since even if the minimal value is not always the same, the corresponding optimal
position is the same. So, a fixed threshold on the SSD measure to know if the desired image
is reached would become wrong since the scene illumination can change. The ZNCC has, on
the contrary, the same value even if the global illumination changes. So, if the ZNCC between
the current and the desired image is greater than an experimentally chosen threshold (0.7 in
experimentations) and corresponding to a quasi perfect alignment between two images, the
servoing is considered ended for the desired image associated to the waypoint. The robot
looks then for the next waypoint.
5.3.1 Visual path following
In this context, we considered that the translation velocity is a constant, leading to a one dof
control problem, i.e. the rotation velocity. Thus, from the interaction matrix of a Cartesian
point of a spherical image for a unicycle mobile robot (eq. (31)), we directly obtain the one
concerning the rotation dof only:
LXS =
 YS−XS
0
 . (33)
The latter interaction matrix does not depend anymore on the point deepness ρ which has to
be noted (it was approximated before). The composition of this Jacobian with the Cartesian
spherical gradients leads to the interaction matrix linked to the intensity of a spherical point
w.r.t. the mobile camera motion.
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Dealing with the pure spherical formulation, the interaction matrix for a point for the
visual path following is:
LS =
(
0
−1
)
, (34)
which does not depend on the 3D point deepness too. The latter interaction matrix is
furthermore constant, anywhere on the sphere. The photometric interaction matrix for
the pure spherical representation is then obtained from the composition between the pure
spherical gradients and the Jacobian of equation (34).
The advantage to consider the translation velocity as a constant is to lose the deepness
parameter ρ of the interaction matrix. It only depends now on information directly obtained
from the image: the backprojection of a pixel coordinates on the sphere and the spherical
gradient.
5.3.2 Experimental results
Validation on a short curved path The visual memory is composed by an image se-
quence acquired in a learning stage in which the robot is manually driven. Omnidirectional
images are acquired with 30 cm or 10o between them, using odometers of the robot. These
30 cm and 10o distances are empirically deduced from table 5. The experimentation is
led over a curved trajectory of 3.5 m with 20 reference images. The interaction matrices
computation is then done oﬄine before starting the path following.
The path following, done by successive photometric visual servoing on each reference
image, leads to slightly different trajectories if the spherical representation is used or the
Cartesian one (Fig. 13). Positions and orientations of the robot are obtained with the
external localization tool previously mentioned.
Application to a round trip After the validation of the visual path following in a small
area but for a highly curved path, we changed the environment of the robot and also used
another omnidirectional camera which is more compact. In this experiment, key images are
still acquired every 30 cm or 10o but along a path of 20 m. The goal of the robot is to go to
the end of its visual path and then to come back at its original position following the inverse
visual path. So a total path length of 40 m has to be traveled. In addition to this more
challenging path length, the environment is now rather textureless and natural light trough
windows at the end of the path is varying. People are also walking in the environment causing
its partial occlusion. Despite these much more challenging conditions than in the previous
experiment, the omnidirectional photometric visual path following succeeds with a correct
precision in execution of the path as figure 14 qualitatively shows. It also demonstrates that
a precise localization of the camera/robot along the path is not necessary to precisely achieve
a navigation task.
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Figure 13: Robot trajectories for visual path following (CS-VS and PS-VS). The robot
initial orientation corresponds to the vertical of this graphical representation. The learnt
trajectory is blue, the visual path following with PS representation is black and green for
the CS. The unit is the meter.
6 Video
A video demonstrating the omnidirectional photometric visual servoing of a Gantry robot
and visual path following of a mobile robot is available in supplementary material as well as
at the following URL: http://mis.u-picardie.fr/∼g-caron/videos/omniPhotoVSandPF.mp4.
7 Conclusion
This paper has developed the first photometric omnidirectional visual servoing work, using
entire image luminance. Different formulations were expressed and compared. Results on
a gantry robot and on a mobile robot show the achievement of omnidirectional visual ser-
voing using luminance as a feature. Formally valid, spherical visual servoing, particularly
the Cartesian spherical, has shown better behavior than other studied formulations. The
Cartesian spherical representation allows robots to reach a desired position that is far away
from the initial one. Finally, we applied the photometric visual servoing to the visual path
following problem showing the proposed method can be adapted to various applications and
robots.
Of course, this kind of intensity based method to control a robot avoid feature detection
and matching but the convergence volume is smaller. However, our simulation results and
experiments show that the omnidirectional photometric visual control is able to converge
from initial distances of around 75 cm. Furthermore, when converging, since the entire
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Figure 14: Visual path following. The first line shows robot positions from the beginning of
the visual memory to the end and the second the inverse direction so that the robot comes
back to its initial position after the round trip. In green is plotted the trajectory of the robot
red part center during the learning process.
omnidirectional image is used, the robot positioning is very precise with positioning errors
below one tenth of a millimeter in translation and 0.02o in rotation, for a Gantry robot.
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